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City was done by men. The typing work
was done by men. Most of the shops in
the city were staffed by men. Woolworth’s,
as I recall it, was one of the first stores
to use salesgirls.
Look at the situation today. I know of
only one law firm in New York that has
a male stenographer. All the secretaries
are women, as are most of the sales staffs
in the New York shops. A woman has
made her mark as President of Lord and
Taylor—one of New York’s finest depart
ment stores. The most prominent director
of “General Foods” is a woman.
My own firm has a number of women
C.P.A.’s on our staff and many other ac
counting firms have also. One of my asso
ciates told me last week that the most
effective “tax man” on his staff was a
woman. He said she went over the per

sonal tax returns or prepared them for
many important business men. This he
found to be particularly effective because
these business men had women secretaries
who kept their books and knew all about
their financial affairs. After the woman
C.P.A. on his staff had obtained all the
information she needed and the returns
were ready for review, he would go over
them carefully and then discuss the im
portant points with the business men con
cerned. This he felt was efficient and most
satisfactory to all concerned.
The statistics show that most of the
stockholders of our larger companies are
now women. This should offer a particu
larly favorable field for women C.P.A.’s.
In fact, I have no concern for the future
of women in accounting. If I have any
concern at all, it is for the future of men.

IDEA EXCHANGE_____________
PHYLLIS M. HAAN, Grand Rapids, Michigan

Each time 100 totals are written on a
summary strip, one piece of paper is han
dled instead of 100. And the same saving
in paper handling is accomplished.
The overlapping or shingling of the
forms is the basic principle of this method;
therefore the devices for holding forms
in an overlapped position are important
and the proper design of the forms to fit
such devices is essential.
Forms are usually held in place by pins,
pegs, posts or rings provided for that pur
pose in the summarizing device, fitting
into holes punched in top edges of forms.
When so mounted, each classification
appears in the same horizontal position
and the amounts for each classification
may be readily cross-added.
The totals are written on a blank sum
mary or recap strip placed at one end.
The whole has the appearance of a
spread sheet and after being summarized,
may be photostated if it be desirable to
show all details on a report.
A clip board, a clip strip, a stapling
machine or even paper clips are some of
the devices successfully used to avoid the
necessity of punching holes in the forms.
With any of these latter methods, consid
erable more care is necessary to insure
accurate alignment, as the spacing is not
obtained automatically as when punched
holes are used. A rule or line finder is
used to guide the eyes of the operator
along the correct horizontal line.

THE SUMMARY STRIP PLAN
The Summary Strip Plan, variously
known as summary board, peg board, clip
strip, or shingle strip plan, is an adapta
tion of the columnar method, depending
for its unique speed and accuracy on the
design of the forms.
The basic plan is built around a form
so designed that final figures may be com
piled from original records with minimum
of recording and intermediate adding.
Wherever practical the summary strip
should be made as the original record, or
be created as a by-product of some other
operation in the accounting routine.
When totals are desired, the strips are
overlapped, or “shingled,” so that amounts
recorded opposite like classifications ap
pear in the same line, with the amounts
only exposed to view for accumulation.
It is almost invariably applicable to a
distribution where the number of minor
classifications is within practical limits, con
stant, and where major distributions sub
divided by minor classes are required.
In the cases where the original record
can be created in summary strip form, the
time involved and the hazards of error in
repeated copying of figures are eliminated.
As compared to most methods, and par
ticularly to the unit slip method, the Sum
mary Strip plan reduces the paper handl
ing to the minimum. Each time a sum
mary strip containing 100 classifications
is sorted, 99 unit sorts are eliminated.
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